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Abstract—Moving into a new era of healthcare, new tools and devices are developed to extend and improve health services, such as remote patient monitoring and risk prevention. In this concept, Internet of Things (IoT) and Cloud Computing present great advantages by providing remote and efficient services, as well as cooperation between patients, clinicians, researchers and other health professionals. This paper focuses on patients suffering from bipolar disorder, a brain disorder that belongs to a group of conditions called affective disorders, which is characterized by great mood swings. We exploit the advantages of Semantic Web and Cloud Technologies to develop a patient monitoring system to support clinicians. Based on intelligently filtering of evidence-knowledge and individual-specific information, we aim to provide treatment notifications and recommended function tests at appropriate times or concluding into alerts for serious mood changes and patient’s non-response to treatment. We propose an architecture as the back-end part of a cloud platform for IoT, intertwining intelligence devices with patients’ daily routine and clinicians’ support.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Improving the level of health service quality is a primary and constant need in health society. The considerable interest arises in computational methods and tools able to provide assistance to health care services more efficiently, led to the development and implementation of intelligent systems within the medical domain.

In this context, patient monitoring systems have grown substantially for addressing several requirements in early-diagnosis, optimal treatment strategies and disease prevention, as well as analysis, management and communication of medical information [1], [2]. Key factors in this attempt are the integration of medical information from various sources, as well as constant, on-time briefing of patient’s health state and behavior. Multi-source patient monitoring evolves into an important service in this domain.

Although mental health is an essential component of the quality of life and a common goal for all individuals, relatively little attention has been paid to the challenges of computer-based assistive technologies in mental health care. Mental illnesses are serious disruptions of behavior, mood, thinking and/or interpersonal and social relationships. Bipolar disorder (BD) is a severe mental illness characterized by devastating mood swings. Chronicity, episodic nature with several motifs, misdiagnosis, high prevalence (1-2%), risks of suicide attempts and recurrence are the major characteristics of the disease, leading to a massive negative impact on the quality of life of individuals suffering from BD, on their families and on economy [3]. To manage and treat bipolar disorder effectively, we must address different aspects of patient’s physical, emotional and social daily status. There is need for patient monitoring systems that can deal with it and support longitudinal follow-up of the disease. More recently, advanced systems are generated to monitoring patients with BD by exploiting the daily mood charting, or by analyzing data from wearable [4], [5] and environmental sensors [5] and Smartphone applications [6].

Long-term monitoring is valuable in patients with BD; we aim to approach the problem of longitudinal follow-up by generating a time-determined ontology based on semantic web and capable of specific reasoning over concepts of BD and on their evolution over time. Relying on well-established clinical guidelines [7] we generate personalized models that can better follow mood changes, recognize early warning signs and facilitate their timely intervention by clinicians. We take advantage of Semantic Web Technologies to provide an intelligent patient monitoring system, which is perceived as the back-end part of a cloud platform for IoT.

Semantic Web [8] and its technologies enable us to manage information and processes. At the heart of Semantic Web technologies are the use of ontologies. An ontology [8] formally specifies the conceptualization of a domain of interest. Ontology’s components are concepts (classes), relations (properties), instances and axioms. An ontology is formally expressed in OWL [9], the standard language for publishing and sharing ontologies on the World Wide Web. We derive new knowledge by applying reasoning in the instance semantic data of the ontology. Semantic Web Rule Language [10] (SWRL) is the language for specifying rules, enabling powerful deductive reasoning on Semantic Web ontologies. Application examples of the use of Semantic Web Technologies in health care systems include among others, encoding of clinical practice guidelines [11] and disease management [12], [13]. None of these systems handles temporal information or deal with evolution of a disease in time. OWL’s syntax is restricted to binary relations making representation of temporal properties—which are ternary relations-, a complicated task. In this work, the temporal information that is necessary for representing a chronic disease
such as bipolar disorder is encoded using the N-ary relations approach [14]. Representation and reasoning over temporal information is realized using SOWL [15].

Further to this, provision of health services could be linked with new emerging technologies like Cloud Computing and Internet of Things (IoT) [16], [17]. At a glance, the concept behind Clouds is to provide a platform environment where hardware and software could be delivered on a bespoke manner to users and utilized accordingly to their requests. This is an important cloud computing advantage as it allows the scaling of user resources on demand (a process called elasticity). In parallel, IoT relates users and their smart devices along with sensors used in every day actions (e.g., Smart phones and wearable devices). Using the IoT paradigm, new opportunities are rising where various devices could offer to sensor-embedded healthcare new applications and services. In this study, we focus on monitoring health of bipolar disorder patients where cloud services could offer the means for data analysis and integration.

Aiming at developing an intelligent patient monitoring system: in Section II, (i) we demonstrate our core system implementation based on Semantic Web technologies that has been implemented already and is currently under testing using real patient cases and (ii) we present our design of a cloud deployment model; in Section III, we provide the overall system architecture of the proposed solution for bipolar patient monitoring; and in Section IV, we give a summary and the future research directions.

II. INTELLIGENT PATIENT MONITORING SYSTEM APPROACH

We aim at supporting clinical professionals in the initial evaluation and diagnosis of adults with suspected BD, as well as to providing evidence-based treatment options for a personalized therapeutic approach, notifications for early-warning signs and alerts for crucial mood swings leading to their timely intervention in order to prevent relapse and suicide. It consists of three components namely, a) the core system, b) the front-end system and c) the back-end system.

A. Core System Implementation

The time-determined ontology is the major ingredient of core system by identifying key components of bipolar disorder, while emphasis has been placed on modeling temporal concepts and relationships. Based on well-documented clinical guidelines and algorithms, it aims at developing electronic support to clinicians and health care professionals in BD issues through a suggested sequence, while taking into account patient-specific information (demographic, medical, behavioral) from different heterogeneity sources from the input repository. Both, clinical guidelines and user scenarios for individualized bipolar patients’ are used to develop the ontology.

1. Guidelines

Guidelines refer to “systematically derived statements that are aimed at helping individual patient and clinician decisions”. Our core system reclaims different aspects of the treatment and management of bipolar disorder, operating in five selected evidence-based clinical practice guidelines: WFSBP [18], CANMAT [19], NICE [20], Australian and New Zealand [21], British Association for Psychopharmacology [22], and other systematic reviews for BD [7].

2. User Scenarios For Bipolar Disorder

Bipolar I disorder (at least one manic or mixed episode) and bipolar II disorder (hypomania and depression) are the main types of BD, according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM). At present, we provide user diagnostic scenarios for bipolar I disorder (BDI) (Fig. 1), taking into account the persons’ history, and specific assessments of diagnostic screening instruments (e.g., Mood Disorder Questionnaire, MDQ; structured clinical interview for the DSM-IV, SCID; various Rating Scales) to diagnose bipolar illness by recognizing the symptoms that meet criteria for a mood episode (manic, depressive) and their severity, by evaluating its possible comorbidities (medical, mental), and by preventing its misdiagnosis, particularly with unipolar disorder (depression).

Moreover, using findings from physical examinations, imaging, and laboratory tests, the diagnostic scenarios are designed to support clinicians by a sequential multi-step processing; to reach out the differential diagnosis of these manifestations in the initial evaluation; to re-evaluate diagnosis considering alternate causes (organic disorders or other psychoses) at the outset of treatment; and finally to confirm the diagnostic correctness after repeated failure of patient to respond to treatment strategies.
alternations, and early-warning signs, and also to suggest psychotherapy interventions to their patients.

3. BD Ontology

The need of integrating and retrieving data as well as extending interoperability leads into a wide definition of formal approaches in ontology domain, concluding into formalizing domain terminology, categorization described by formal ontologies, such as SNOMED CT [23], ICD [24], ICF [25] etc. Although this formalism offers great advantages such as formal rigor and inference power it also limits expressiveness along design and instance knowledge [26], [27]. User requirements expect not only basic truisms but also full expressiveness in the representation of the domain of the ontology. Formal and general purpose ontologies such as those referred to above offer a vocabulary of terms along with concept definitions and their inter-relationships. They can be regarded as upper level ontologies and as such they can be integrated with our developed ontology which, however, is more specialized and geared around concepts related to the monitoring of patient condition and its evolution in time.

The representation of the domain of bipolar I disorder occurs through the description of the corresponding concepts, the characteristics of these concepts and the correlations between them. The designed ontology that includes all the necessary concepts, attributes and relationships that encodes the disorder as well as patient’s diagnosis, treatment, and monitoring. We present this ontology through the class diagram of Fig. 2.

In the diagram static concepts are distinguished from dynamic concepts.

Dynamic entities (entities which evolve in time):
- **PHR**: The patient’s medical record.
- **Patient State**: Information about the patient’s current state (in euthymia or in an episode).
- **Symptom**: Information about the symptom (type, severity).
- **Function Tests**: Information about the function test a patient is submitted. Function Tests includes various categories of tests. We distinguish tests into imaging tests, laboratory tests, recording tests, which are also subcategorized into subclasses (presented in Fig. 3). Each Function Tests is related with the corresponding class of Standard Tests which keeps information about the general attributes of tests (unit of measurement, normal values). As shown in Fig. 3, Function Tests are based on guidelines provided recommendations for initial baseline assessments (complete medical and laboratory investigations) and follow-up laboratory investigations and monitoring strategies for bipolar patients [7], [18]-[22].
- **Therapy**: The therapeutic approaches a patient may receive (medication, hospitalization, psychotherapy).
- **Medicine**: Information about the medicine the patient receives (medicine name, category, dosage etc).

Static entities:
- **Patient**: Personal information about the patient (first and last name, age, address, sex etc).
- **Patient History**: Information about patient’s medical history. Age of onset, heredity, number of manic or depressive episodes, previous medication.
- **Episode**: Information about the type (manic or depressive) and severity of an episode.
- **Initial Evaluation**: Initial evaluation for the diagnosis procedure. Initial evaluation is a combination of:
  - **History**: History record of a patient that collects a clinician through various questions.
  - **Questionnaire**: Mood questionnaires for symptoms evaluation, that a patient is called to answer (MDQ, BSDS, CIDI).
  - **Clinical Evaluation**: The patient is submitted into various functional tests in order to reject other medical causes and ensure psychiatric disorder.
  - **Medical Cause**: If the clinical evaluation suggests other medical cause than bipolar disorder.
  - **Diagnosis**: Information about the type of the disorder (Type I or Type II) and if the patient is suffering from rapid cycling or not.
  - **Standard Test**: Highest and lowest optimal values of each functional test and unit of measurement of the test.
  - **Side Effect**: Possible side effects of a medicine.

The described classes relate with each other as presented in Fig. 2. Relationships Dynamic classes are related with each other during specific intervals. For example class Patient State relates with class Episode during the interval the episode occurs. Main concept in the ontology is class Patient Health Record (PHR). By accessing PHR, we can easily access all the vital information described by the classes which relate with PHR. For example through PHR we can access Patient State and conclude if a patient is in euthymia or not.

We start the design with a static ontology describing the main concepts of the Bipolar Disorder disease scenario. This initial ontology is developed using a common ontology editor such as Protégé Editor [28].

Then, it is converted to temporal using the CHRONOS plugin of Protégé [29].

To issue alerts and recommendations, we implement a reasoning system, using SWRL. We have encoded the clinical guidelines as rules and we apply these rules over patient’s information.

For example, the following rule evaluates the mood questionnaires that the patient is called to fill as well as the results from the clinical evaluation.

If there is a positive mood questionnaire, there is a suspicion of BD and in that case, if the clinical evaluation excludes other medical causes from being responsible for the patient’s symptoms then, the rule concludes that the clinician needs to continue with assiduous clinical examination. Necessary information for the rule is included in the classes Personal Health Record (PHR), Initial Evaluation, Questionnaire (MDQ, CIDI, BSDS), Clinical Evaluation.
We present the implemented rules in Description Logics (DLs), a family of Knowledge Representation languages that form the basis for the Semantic Web standards [30]. The rule is expressed in DLs [30] as:

\[
\text{PHR} \cap \text{Initial Evaluation} \cap (\exists \text{Questionnaire.result} = \text{true}) \cap (\exists \text{Clinical Evaluation.result} = \text{normal}) \rightarrow \text{Recommendation (BD existence)}
\]

This rule is implemented in SWRL language as presented in Fig. 4.

The next example of a treatment recommendation rule results in the suggestion of medical treatment. It evaluates the medication the patient is receiving and the type of symptoms the patient presents. In the case that the patient is first diagnosed, receiving no medication and the symptoms suggest existence of a manic episode then the rule directly suggests medical treatment (Lithium, Li; Valproate, VPA; atypical antipsychotic, AAP). Necessary information for the rule is included in the classes Personal Health Record (PHR), PatientState, Episode, Therapy, and Medicine. The rule is expressed in DLs [30] as:

\[
\text{PHR} \cap (\exists \text{PatientState.state} = \text{inEpisode}) \cap (\exists \text{Episode.type} = \text{manic}) \cap \neg (\exists \text{Medicine}) \rightarrow \text{Recommendation (Start Therapy with Li/VPA/AAP or combination of two medicines)}
\]

This rule is implemented in SWRL language as presented in Fig. 5.
B. Design of a Cloud Deployment Model

We present our vision for a high level architecture of an intelligent patient monitoring system where sensors that are connected to the Internet monitor users’ actions and condition. As stated before, IoT and cloud computing highlight new openings, yet, due to health standards, regulations and recommendations health data transferring (such as ISO standards like ISO 80001, security standards like ISO 27000 etc.) and analysis to the cloud has become an issue [31].

To overcome this, the software to data cloud model comes to offer solutions with regards to the deployment of cloud applications that utilize sensitive data. In order to meet the requirements of a global Health industry the FI-STAR project, as described in [31], utilizes such technology to allow software to be transferred near to the data source. It is expected that this model will offer the required framework to allow cloud services to be initiated at clients’ sites and to be hosted in a private cloud [31]. The proposed architecture will follow FI-STAR conceptual model by demonstrating a cloud platform architecture wherein no sensitive data will be exchanged but it will reside at the back-end site.

1. Front-End System

Apart from patients’ health records, diagnostic examinations, and clinical guidelines, different kinds of paper-based or electronic-based monitoring tools (forms for mood charting, life charting, antipsychotic and lithium monitoring) arise to support different aspects of patients’ daily life.

As depicted in Fig. 6, we intend to build a heterogeneous medical information repository, supporting different kinds of input-data, such as data from patient’s health records, paper-based monitoring forms, and other advanced computer-based assistive tools, sensors, devices and smartphones [4]-[6] such as:

- **Computer-based Assistive Tools:** Electronic diaries (mood charting, mood, medication and sleep), life charts, self-reporting, weekly text-messaging, antipsychotic monitoring tool, metabolic monitoring.
- **Sensors:** Biofeedback, biomedical sensors, electrodermal activity (EDA) sensor, GPS, accelerometer, Bluetooth scanning, light detector, microphone, infra-red (PIR) motion detectors, door and bed sensors, other sensors (weight, blood pressure, etc.).
Portable Devices: Portable sensing devices, home sleep-monitoring devices, galvanic skin response (GSR) device, fluorescence measurement device.

Smartphone Applications: Wi-Fi access, Self-assessment data, voice analysis.

Attention is given to create a friendly, easily accessible, intuitive and expandable, user interface that enables continuous longitudinal monitoring of patient's progress, provides warnings or alarms for addressing critical situations to their timely response and facilitates communication in real time between doctors, patients and our system. It provides high functionality allowing continuous updating and rapid retrieval of medical data for each patient. The GUI will also highlight the diverse capabilities of the other system modalities and their interaction, resulting in timely availability of data and reliable decisions of clinicians.

2. Back-End System

The back-end system is implemented using the FI-WARE platform, as described in [31] that offers the specifications and the tools to build novel cloud applications and services. The latter offers fundamental functional blocks, named as Generic Enablers (GEs) such as user and application authentication, context data management, storage and others included in the FI-WARE catalogue [31]. In detail, the back-end site will include interfaces to (a) the provider site that offers various modular services (such as GEs) in the concept of the public cloud, (b) the private cloud consumer site(s) that is the back-end of the system and integrates the use case trial software modules (and GEs) installed in the Clinical Monitoring site, and (d) the interoperation network to allow interaction among the front-end that represents the human user (GUI and input-data repository) and the Clinical site.

III. OVERALL SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT

We presented an intelligent patient monitoring system architecture using Semantic Web and cloud computing technologies to provide clinicians and health professionals with variety of operations. These are treatment notifications, recommended function tests, and alerts for critical mood shifts and patient’s non-response to treatment, intelligently assessed and shown at suitable times. We expect that such a system will attract a wide community of users that will utilize their everyday devices and will enhance human mental health monitoring. Fig. 6 shows the high level functionalities of the monitoring system prototype. These are as follows:

- **Data collection** from the user side by utilizing smart-devices and/or sensors in terms of local data retrieval.
- **Interoperability** to the interfaces of the back-end system by allowing connectivity service from the side of the front-end applications and services.
- **Notification services** to push statements and/or warnings to any interested party such as users, doctors or other medical personnel.
- **Data analysis and integration** with regards to the properties of the patients e.g. in our case for patients with bipolar disorder.
- **Secure data storage** within the cloud to ensure data privacy.
- **Legacy system adaptors** for communication to local systems such as the EHR (e.g., tools for diagnosis).
- **Other services** such as semantic analysis tools (Ontology repositories and rules) that might be needed.

![Fig. 6 Overall System Architecture of the designed monitoring system using cloud and semantic web technologies](image-url)
IV. CONCLUSIONS

We demonstrate that Semantic Web allows systematic knowledge extraction and ontology creation by analyzing patient records and filtering evidence-based guidelines leading to notifications and recommendations for individualized diagnosis and treatment approaches. In addition, we illustrate a cloud deployment model as a perspective for an advanced environment that assists in monitoring of complex chronic pathologies, such as brain disorders including BD.

Moreover, we proposed a fundamental architecture based on a cloud computing framework. Tests and validation performed progressively on the implemented pilot applications to a selected sample of ten real clinical cases of bipolar disorder and three published case reports [32]. A successful longitudinal monitoring for BD patients would also serve to adopt this intelligent system useful for knowledge representation and inference to improve health care services in other mental or neurological disorders.

In the future, we aim to test this cloud-based architecture on a real setting performing data acquisition from sensors and wearable devices, that could be forwarded to the cloud platform for data analysis and patient monitoring based on well-defined standards for exchanging PHR information such as FHIR standard [33].
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